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ABSTRACT The interaction free energy between a hydrophobic, transmembrane, protein and the surrounding lipid environ-
ment is calculated based on a microscopic model for lipid organization. The protein is treated as a rigid hydrophobic solute of
thickness dp, embedded in a lipid bilayer of unperturbed thickness d°,. The lipid chains in the immediate vicinity of the protein
are assumed to adjust their length to that of the protein (e.g., they are stretched when dp > d°,) in order to bridge over the
lipid-protein hydrophobic mismatch (dp - dcL). The bilayer's hydrophobic thickness is assumed to decay exponentially to its
asymptotic, unperturbed, value. The lipid deformation free energy is represented as a sum of chain (hydrophobic core) and
interfacial (head-group region) contributions. The chain contribution is calculated using a detailed molecular theory of chain
packing statistics, which allows the calculation of conformational properties and thermodynamic functions (in a mean-field
approximation) of the lipid tails. The tails are treated as single chain amphiphiles, modeled using the rotational isomeric state
scheme. The interfacial free energy is represented by a phenomenological expression, accounting for the opposing effects of
head-group repulsions and hydrocarbon-water surface tension. The lipid deformation free energy AFis calculated as a function
of dp - d°L. Most calculations are for C14 amphiphiles which, in the absence of a protein, pack at an average area per head-
group ao-32 A2 (d°L - 24.5 A), corresponding to the fluid state of the membrane. When dp = dOL, AF> 0 and is due entirely
to the loss of conformational entropy experienced by the chains around the protein. When dp > dL, the interaction free energy
is further increased due to the enhanced stretching of the tails. When dp < /OL, chain flexibility (entropy) increases, but this
contribution to AF is overcounted by the increase in the interfacial free energy. Thus, AF obtains a minimum at dp - C = 0.
These qualitative interpretations are supported by detailed numerical calculations of the various contributions to the interaction
free energy, and of chain conformational properties. The range of the perturbation of lipid order extends typically over few
molecular diameters. A rather detailed comparison of our approach to other models is provided in the Discussion.
1. INTRODUCTION
Proper matching between the hydrophobic parts of mem-
brane proteins and the surrounding lipid molecules is known
to play a key role in controlling the biological activity of the
proteins and the physicochemical properties of the lipid-
protein matrix (Sackmann, 1984; Riegler and M6hwald,
1986; Peschke et al., 1987; Kurrle et al., 1990; Zhang et al.,
1992; Abney and Owicki, 1985; Bloom et al., 1991;
Mouritsen and Bloom, 1993). One familiar example is that
of gramicidin-lipid membranes where the kinetics and ther-
modynamics of gramicidin dimerization (ion channel for-
mation) is believed to depend sensitively on the "hydropho-
bic mismatch" between the thickness of the lipid bilayer's
hydrophobic core and the hydrophobic length of the dimer
(Hladky and Haydon, 1984; Elliott et al., 1983; Ring, 1992;
Huang, 1986; Helfrich and Jakobsson, 1990). The basic no-
tion here, as in various other systems, is that an integral
protein tends to surround itselfby lipids of matching size and
shape. Since proteins are relatively rigid, whereas lipid hy-
drocarbon chains are flexible, the condition of hydrophobic
matching can be fulfilled by stretching, squashing, and/or
tilting of the lipid chains (Nezil and Bloom, 1992; Kurrle
et al., 1990; Zhang et al., 1992). Similarly, in a mixed lipid
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bilayer the presence of a hydrophobic protein can induce
local segregation due to the protein's preference to be sur-
rounded by appropriate lipids (Sackmann, 1984). All these
phenomena involve structural changes in the lipid environ-
ment around the protein, which are reflected in various me-
chanical, conformational, and thermodynamic properties of
the membrane (Bloom et al., 1991; Elliott et al., 1983;
Sackmann, 1984; Jahnig et al., 1982; Peschke et al., 1987;
Zhang et al., 1992). The effects of lipid-protein interactions
are manifested, for example, in the degree of lipid chain order
(Nezil and Bloom, 1992), in modified membrane (bending
and stretching) elasticity (Ott et al., 1990), in variations in the
bilayer's gel-fluid phase transition characteristics (Riegler
and Mohwald, 1986; Peschke et al., 1987; Zhang et al., 1992;
Kurrle et al., 1990) and, in some cases, in lipid-mediated
protein aggregation (Pearson et al., 1983; Riegler and
Mohwald, 1986).
The free energy cost associated with the incorporation of
a protein, or any other hydrophobic solute, into the mem-
brane, depends largely on the geometrical characteristics of
the solute and on the molecular nature and composition of the
unperturbed lipid bilayer. So far, only few theoretical studies
have attempted to calculate the lipid-protein interaction free
energy from a microscopic approach. (For detailed reviews,
see Abney and Owicki (1985) and Mouritsen and Bloom
(1993)). These include Marcelja's (1976) mean-field theory
of chain packing in lipid-bilayers, which has been extended
to a bilayer embedding a protein of the same hydrophobic
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thickness, as well as continuum theories based on the elastic
theory of liquid crystals. In the latter, one calculates the elas-
tic deformations of the lipid environment surrounding a
protein whose hydrophobic thickness does not match that of
the unperturbed lipid layer (Huang, 1986; Helfrich and
Jakobsson, 1990). Very few computer simulation studies
have been performed for specific systems, in order to cal-
culate the changes in lipid conformational statistics resulting
from the presence of a protein in the membrane (Edholm and
Johansson, 1987; Scott and Cherng, 1978).
On the other hand, quite a few theoretical studies have
addressed the effects of lipid-protein interactions on the gel-
fluid transition of the bilayer (Caille et al., 1980; Owicki and
McConnell, 1979; Jahnig, 1981; Scott and Coe, 1983;
Mouritsen and Bloom, 1984; Sperotto and Mouritsen, 1988).
Most of these models are based on Landau-type expansions
of the membrane free energy in terms of an "order parameter"
measuring the protein-induced perturbation in lipid order.
The (thermodynamic) order parameter can be the difference
in the average orientational order parameter of the lipid acyl-
chains between the perturbed and protein-free bilayer, the
difference between the average area per chain in the two
systems, or the hydrophobic mismatch between the protein
and the unperturbed bilayer. From these models one can
derive the functional form of, say, the deformation free en-
ergy, the shape of the hydrocarbon-water interface, and the
shift in the phase transition temperature in terms of the
lipid-bilayer thickness and protein dimensions. In general,
these expressions involve some unknown phenomenologi-
cal parameters.
The "mattress model" of Mouritsen, Bloom, and cowork-
ers, is a phenomenological approach based on the theory of
nonideal solutions, resembling in some respects the Landau
theories mentioned above (Mouritsen and Bloom, 1984;
Mouritsen and Bloom, 1993). In this model the free energy
of the lipid-protein system is expressed as a sum of a mixing
entropy term and a number of energy terms representing
different contributions to the lipid-protein interaction energy.
The latter include the direct van der Waals attraction between
the solvent (lipid) and solute (protein), the excess "hydro-
phobic effect" associated with the lipid-protein hydrophobic
mismatch, and the elastic deformation free energy of the lipid
chains near the protein. The interaction potentials are esti-
mated based on experimental data derived from thermody-
namic and mechanical measurements of membrane proper-
ties. The mattress model has also been cast in a Monte Carlo
(lattice) simulation scheme (Sperotto and Mouritsen, 1991)
allowing for different microstates of the lipids, classified ac-
cording to Pink's ten-state model (Pink and Chapman, 1979).
This version of the model provides a connection between the
microscopic characteristics of the system and its thermo-
dynamic behavior.
Our major goal in this paper is to present a molecular
theory, which accounts for the modifications in lipid con-
formational statistics attendant upon the addition of a protein
to a lipid bilayer, and which enables a calculation of the
lipid-protein interaction free energy as a function of the hy-
drophobic mismatch and other relevant molecular param-
eters. Among the outcomes of these calculations are esti-
mates of the interaction parameters appearing in the
phenomenological thermodynamic analyses of the lipid-
protein system. Some of the calculated conformational prop-
erties, such as lipid-chain bond order parameter profiles, may
be compared to measurable "single chain" properties.
The principal tool in our model is an extended version of
a molecular (mean-field) theory for chain packing statistics
in amphiphilic aggregates such as micelles or bilayers
(Ben-Shaul et al., 1985) (for a recent review see Ben-Shaul
and Gelbart (1993); for alternative mean-field/single-chain
theories, see e.g. Gruen (1985) and Dill et al. (1988)). This
theory has already been extensively applied to study a va-
riety of issues pertaining to these systems, including, e.g.,
amphiphile organization and thermodynamics in mixed ag-
gregates (Szleifer et al., 1987), inverted hexagonal phases
(Steinhuizen et al., 1991) and surfactant monolayers, as
well as stretching and bending elasticity of pure and mixed
bilayers (Szleifer et al., 1990). In general, the predictions
of the theory compare very well with available experimen-
tal and computer simulation studies. The basic quantity in
this approach is the probability distribution of chain con-
formations, from which one can calculate any desired con-
formational or thermodynamic property. It is derived by
minimizing the free energy of the system subject to mo-
lecular packing constraints and geometric boundary condi-
tions. The resulting expressions for the probability distri-
bution and the free energy involve a set of Lagrange
parameters representing the lateral pressure profile across
the hydrophobic core. These parameters are determined by
solving the ("self-consistency") equations representing the
packing constraints. The numerical procedure for evaluat-
ing the Lagrange parameters involves generation and clas-
sification of the accessible chain conformations. For am-
phiphiles with hydrocarbon chains comprising 18 segments
or less, it is possible to enumerate all possible chain con-
formations. It should be noted that, for a given aggregation
geometry (e.g., a planar bilayer of given thickness) the
theory does not involve any adjustable parameters.
The major modification of the theory required for its ap-
plication to the lipid-protein system is to account for the
nonuniformity of the lipid local environment induced by the
presence of the perturbing solute. As in previous applications
of this theory (see, e.g., Ben-Shaul et al. (1985, 1993) and
Szleifer et al. (1986, 1987, 1990) as well as in other theories
of amphiphile chain packing (Dill et al., 1988; Gruen,
1985a, b)), we shall assume that the hydrophobic core of the
membrane is liquid-like and thus characterized by a uniform
density of lipid chain segments. This assumption, which is
based on many experimental studies (see, e.g., Tanford,
1980; Israelachvili, 1985; Wennerstrom and Lindman, 1979)
implies that the free energy cost corresponding to "hole for-
mation" within the hydrophobic core is intolerably high
(Gruen, 1985b). Based on this assumption, and after speci-
fying the geometry of the hydrocarbon-water interface, one
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can derive the probability distribution of chain conforma-
tions. Clearly, in the lipid protein system the conformational
distribution function and any related property, such as the
free energy per molecule, depend parametrically (in our case
through the Lagrange parameters) on the distance from the
protein. Following the phenomenological approaches men-
tioned above we shall assume (for systems with nonzero
lipid-protein hydrophobic mismatch), that the hydrophobic
thickness of the bilayer around the protein decays exponen-
tially to its unperturbed, asymptotic, value (Owicki et al.,
1978; Jahnig, 1981; Abney and Owicki, 1985). The "coher-
ence length" characterizing the decay of the perturbation will
be determined by minimizing the system's free energy,
which in addition to the lipid chain contribution includes a
surface term accounting for the interactions in the interfacial
(head-group) region. The latter will be modeled using a
simple but rather general phenomenological representation.
2. MODEL
As in several previous models of lipid-protein interaction, we
treat the hydrophobic part of a transmembrane protein as a
rigid solute embedded in the bilayer's hydrophobic core. The
model presented below can be adapted to an arbitrary solute's
shape; the exact shape of the solute's hydrophobic interface
dictates the boundary conditions on the allowed chain con-
formations of the surrounding lipids. Clearly, different pro-
teins are characterized by different interfacial shapes and
different degrees of surface corrugation. Since our interest is
focussed on the role of the hydrophobic mismatch, and in
order to keep the discussion general, we shall assume that the
protein's interface can be treated as a smooth hydrophobic
wall. For the sake of concreteness we may suppose that the
protein is a cylinder of diameterD and height dp, symmetri-
cally situated with respect to the bilayer's midplane. We fur-
ther assume that D >> a112, where a is the average cross-
sectional area per lipid molecule in the bilayer, i.e., the
average area per head-group at the hydrocarbon-water in-
terface. This assumption implies that, to the lipid molecules
in its vicinity, the protein appears as a (nearly) planar hy-
drophobic wall. The assumption of a planar wall is made only
for computational convenience; the curvature of the impen-
etrable protein's wall enters only through the boundary con-
ditions on the allowed conformations of the lipid chains in
the immediate vicinity of the protein (see Appendix). (ForD
>> a112 the effects of the protein's (cross-sectional) curvature
on the conformational and thermodynamic properties of the
surrounding lipid molecules are negligible.)
We choose an arbitrary point on the line where the bi-
layer's midplane meets the protein wall as the origin of a
cartesian coordinate system, with the z-axis perpendicular to
the bilayer's plane xy. The protein wall is parallel to the yz
plane, at x = 0; see Fig. 1.
Let dL(x) denote the thickness of the hydrophobic core at
distance x from the protein, i.e., z = dL(x)/2 and z = -dL(x)/2
are, respectively, the distances of the "upper" and "lower"
hydrocarbon-water interfaces from the membrane midplane.
FIGURE 1 Schematic illustration of the model and the relevant molecular
parameters. Top: a two-dimensional "side view" of chain packing around
the protein; positive hydrophobic mismatch (left), negative mismatch
(right). Bottom: "top view," illustrating the radial variation in chain cross-
sectional area around the protein.
Following some of the phenomenological (Landau-type)
theories of lipid-protein interactions (Owicki et al., 1978;
Jahnig, 1981; Abney and Owicki, 1985), we assume
dL(x) = do + (dp- d exp(-x/(), (1)
where do = dL(x = m0) is the hydrophobic thickness of the
unperturbed (protein-free) bilayer and ( is the "coherence
length" of the perturbation. We shall treat ( as a variational
parameter, to be determined by minimization of the bilayer
deformation free energy AF (see below). It should be noted
that the exponential thickness profile, Eq. 1, is not a con-
sequence of the molecular theory of chain packing presented
and analyzed below. Rather, it is a convenient single-
parameter representation of dL(x). Of course, more general
dL(x) profiles could be tested, but at the cost of introducing
additional variational parameters.
The deformation free energy is largely due to the fact that
the lipid chains must be stretched (when dp - do > 0) or
compressed (when dp - do < 0) in order to satisfy the hy-
drophobic matching condition dL(x = 0) = dp, implied by
Eq. 1; see Fig. 1. These elastic contributions to AF are partly
counter-balanced by surface tension terms accounting for the
corresponding changes in the average interfacial area per
molecule when dp dO. Note, however, that AF > 0 even
when do = dp, because of the restricted conformational free-
dom of the lipid chains neighboring the protein wall.
The central quantity in the forthcoming discussion is the
probability distribution of chain conformations P(a; x) of
lipid chains anchored at distance x from the protein; a de-
noting a given chain conformation (Eq. 8 below). P(a; x)
determines both single-chain conformational properties,
such as bond orientational order parameters (Eq. 14 below)
and thermodynamic properties, such as the chain conforma-
t
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tional free energy (Eqs. 5 and 9). The derivation of the func-
tional form of P(a; x) does not depend on the special char-
acteristics of the chain (e.g., its length or the number and
position of double bonds along the chain). These details enter
only in the specific calculations of the molecular parameters
appearing in P(a; x) (the Lagrange multipliers, A(S), see Eq.
8). Thus, the theory can be applied to various chain models,
as well as to lipid mixtures (see, e.g., Szleifer et al., 1987;
Ben-Shaul and Gelbart, 1993). However, in the calculations
presented in Results and Analysis we shall consider bilayers
composed of simple, single tail, amphiphiles of the type
P-(CH2)n_1-CH3 with P symbolizing the polar head-group.
(Alternatively, the bilayer may be regarded as composed of
double-chain lipids, P'-[-(CH2)n-1-CH3]2, provided the in-
teractions between chains originating from the same head-
group are no different from those belonging to different
neighboring lipids.) Thus, in the derivation below we shall
generally refer to the conformations, a, of simple (saturated)
acyl chains,
-(CH2)n-1-CH3.
Assuming, as usual, that the hydrophobic core is liquid-
like, the effective volume occupied by a single alkyl tail in
the core is v -(n - 1)m + m' where m - 27 A3 and m' -
2m are, respectively, the common estimates for the specific
volumes of CH2 and CH3 segments in bulk liquid alkanes
(Tanford, 1980; Israelachvili, 1985). Similar values were
found for the segment volumes of acyl chains in the fluid
state of lipid bilayers (see, e.g., Nagle and Wilkinson, 1978;
Wilkinson and Nagle, 1981; Lewis and Engelman, 1983;
Nagle and Wiener, 1988; Wiener and White, 1992). Yet, it
should be noted that other values have also been proposed
(Small, 1986). It should be stressed that the specific volumes,
m and m', enter the calculations only indirectly, through the
conversion, a(x) = v/[dL(x)/2] (see below), from the bilayer
thickness (x) to the average cross sectional area per chain,
a(x). The quantity entering directly into the calculations (as
a geometric boundary condition) is the bilayer's thickness
dL(x) (see Appendix and the discussion following Eq. 5 be-
low). The relevant molecular parameters for the character-
ization of different chain conformations are the C-C bond
lengths and the C-C-C bond angles, according to the
rotational isomeric state model (see below). Note also
that the length, 1, of a fully extended ("all-trans")
P-(CH2)n-1-CH3 chain, from P to the terminal CH3, is I
1.27 nA (Flory, 1969). Clearly, dL(x)/2 ' 1.
Eq. 1, which describes the shape of the hydrocarbon-
water interface, also determines the two-dimensional den-
sity of lipid chains (or head-groups) in the membrane.
More specifically, let c(x, y)axsy denote the number of
head-groups, anchored to the interface of the upper leaflet,
whose projections on the bilayer's midplane fall within
the small area element WxAy around x, y. Similarly, we use
a1'(x, y) to denote the two-dimensional density of the head-
groups in the lower monolayer. Since our system is trans-
lationally invariant along the y direction, it follows that
a = o(x). l/o(x, y) = l/o(x) is the average cross-sectional
area per lipid chain in the xy plane. From the assumption
that the hydrophobic core is liquid-like it follows that
o(x) = dL(x)/2v. At a large distance from the protein
dL(x) do and a(x) -> dL/2v = l/ao, where ao =
a(x = °o) is the unperturbed area per head-group. Note,
however, that whenever the interface is curved (i.e., when
dL(x) $ d°j) then a(x) $ 1/a(x), where a(x) is the local
area per head-group (see below).
Let f(x, y) denote the free energy per molecule, for
those molecules in the upper monolayer whose head-group
coordinates Xh, Yh fall within 6xSy around x, y. The z co-
ordinate of the head-group is determined by (1), Zh =
zh(x) = dL(x)/2 ± Sz, where 6z << dL(x) defines a nar-
row interfacial shell confining the head-group. (In the
numerical calculations we allow the first two chain seg-
ments to protrude, occasionally, into the interfacial shell;
see below).
The symmetry of the system implies that f = f(x) is in-
dependent of y. Using f ' = f '(x) to denote the local free
energy per molecule in the lower monolayer, the bilayer
free energy (per unit length along the y direction) is given
by
F = dx[ox)f(X) + c'(x)f'(x)]
= 2f dxor(x)f(x),
(2a)
(2b)
with the second equality holding for symmetrical bilayers.
The integration over x extends from 0 to some arbitrary
distance L >> (, where the lipid perturbation is negligible.
N = 2 f o(x) dx is the number of molecules (per unit
length along y) between x = 0 and L. The lipid-protein
interaction free energy is given by AF = F - F° with
F° = Nfo denoting the free energy of the unperturbed (pro-
tein-free) bilayer. ft = f(x-* oo) is the free energy per
molecule in the unperturbed system. It should be stressed
that neither Eq. 2a nor Eq. 2b imply that the bilayer is a
sum of two independent monolayers. That is, chains from
one monolayer can cross the midplane (interdigitate) into
the other monolayer.
To a very good approximation f(x), and hence F, can be
expressed as a sum of "tail" and "head-group" contributions
(Ben-Shaul and Gelbart, 1993)
f(x) =f (X) +fh(X). (3)
The first term accounts for the conformational free energy of
the amphiphile's hydrocarbon chain which depends, rather
sensitively, on the local packing geometry; i.e., on o(x) and
a(x). f also includes the cohesive (van der Waals attraction)
energy of the hydrocarbon tails which, based on the as-
sumption of uniform density within the hydrophobic core,
can be treated as a constant. The second term in Eq. 3 in-
cludes the interactions prevailing in the interfacial region,
i.e., those between neighboring head-groups, and between
the surface of the hydrophobic core and the surrounding
aqueous solution.
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Consider first the hydrocarbon-core (tails') contribution
to the free energy, which will be calculated based on the
mean-field theory of amphiphile chain packing mentioned
in section 1. According to this approach
Ft= dx{ o-(x) I P(a; x)[E(a) + kT ln P(a; x)]
+ cr'(x) P'(a; X)[E(a') + kT ln P'(a; x)] (4)
a,
with the first and second sums representing the local free
energy per molecule in the upper and lower monolayer, re-
spectively. Explicitly,
f (x) = , P(a; x)E(oL) + kTE P(a; x)ln P(a; x) (5a)
= E(X)
-TTst(x), (Sb)
is the local chain free energy in the upper monolayer. In
Eqs. 4 and 5, E(a) is the internal (trans/gauche) energy of
a chain in conformation a. P(a; x) is the local singlet
probability distribution function (pdf) of chain conforma-
tions, corresponding to chains originating from the upper
interface, at distance x = xh from the protein. Et(x) and
st(x) are the local energy and entropy per chain.
In our calculations a given chain conformation a is fully
specified by a = b, Zh, Q, as follows: b is the trans/gauche
sequence of the skeletal atoms of the lipid P-(CH2)n-1-CH3,
characterized in terms of the rotational isomeric state (RIS)
model (Flory, 1969). The head-group P may be regarded as
the "zeroth chain segment." (The number of possible bond
sequences is 3n-1, including non-self-avoiding conforma-
tions which are discarded from the calculations). The internal
energy is E(a) = E(b) = ng(b)Eg where ng(b) is the number
of gauche bonds of a chain with bond sequence b. Eg = 500
cal/mole is the gauche energy (Flory, 1969) used in the cal-
culations. Zh is the z coordinate of the head-group, i.e., its
position with respect to the midplane; Ql denotes the overall
orientation of a chain (with a fixed bond sequence), with
respect to the interface, as specified by three Euler angles.
An explicit expression for P(a; x) can now be derived
by seeking the particular pdfwhich minimizes F, subject to
whichever constraints P(a; x) must fulfill. Apart from the
trivial normalization condition, Ea P(a; x) = 1, the only
relevant constraints on P(a; x) are those implied by the re-
quirement for uniform chain segment density inside the
hydrophobic core. To formulate this constraint mathemati-
cally, let R denote a point inside the hydrophobic core.
Now consider a chain in conformation a originating from
a point r = x, y, z on the upper interface. (Recall that z =
Zh is included in the definition of a.) For this chain we use
4(R,a; x, y)dR to denote the number of chain segments
(CH2 groups) within the volume element dR around point
R. (CH3 groups count as two segments since m'(CH3)= 2
m(CH2)). Similarly, we use 4'(R,a'; x, y) to denote the
segment density at R due to chains originating at the lower
interface. Using p(R) to denote the local segment density
at R = X, Y, Z we obtain
p(R) = f dx dy{ o(x) > P(a; x)4O(R, a; x, y)
+ or'(x) z P'(a'; x) '(R, a'; x, y)}
= p = constant. (6)
The first equality is general, with the two terms accounting
for the contributions to p(R) from chains hanging on oppo-
site interfaces. The second equality expresses the require-
ment for uniform density throughout the hydrophobic core.
(Liquid-like density corresponds to p = 1/m.)
The symmetry of our system implies that p(R) is inde-
pendent of Y, even if p(R) is not constant. Similarly,
f dy4A(R, a; x, y) t-(X, Z, a; x)=-P(S, a; x) is indepen-
dent of Y, with S X, Z (see Fig. 1). By definition,
+(X, Z, a; x)8X6Z is the number of segments of a chain in
conformation a, originating at x, which fall within 8XSZ
irrespective of their Y coordinate. Thus, Eq. 6 can be re-
written as
dx{ ox) > P(a; x)(S, ; x)
+ o((x) I P(a'; x)t'(S, a'; x)} = p, (7)
for all S within the hydrophobic core. Note that p(S) in-
volves contributions from any chain, from either mono-
layer, which can reach S. Clearly, the main contribution to
p(X, Z) in, say, the upper monolayer (Z > 0) arises from
chains with head-group coordinates x -X and z -dL(x)/2.
The functional minimization of Eq. 4 with respect
to {P(a; x)}, subject to Eq. 7, yields
P(a; x)
iFC
q(x exp[ -jE(a)-(3 J dS A(S)tp(S, a;x)J, (8)
where ( = M/kT. The normalization factor, q(x), is a local
isothermal-isobaric partition function; i.e., gt(x) = -kT
ln q(x) is the local free energy per chain. The A(S) are
the Lagrange multipliers conjugate to the uniform density
constraint Eq. 7. Their values are determined by substitut-
ing Eq. 8 into Eq. 7 and solving, for all S, the resulting
(self-consistency) equations. The A(S) depend on the bi-
layer's geometry, which in our case is dictated by {v(x)}
or, equivalently, by {dL(x)}. Once the A(S) and hence
P(a; x) are known, we can use Eq. 8 to calculate any
chain conformational property of interest, e.g., the bond
order parameter profile of the chains. Thermody-
amic properties can also be calculated. In particular, Ft
is obtained by substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 4. Note also
that using Eq. 7 we find that this substitution yields (for
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a symmetric bilayer)
Ft = -2kT f dx o(x)ln q(x) dS A(S).
(9)
-4
-5
-6
The first term here is Gt, the Gibbs free energy of the tails
(per unit protein length), and the second term is a general-
ized "PV" contribution.
Equation 9 reduces to a simpler form for the protein-
free (planar) bilayer. In this case the system is translationally
invariant along the x direction, so that q(x) = q, A(S) =
A(X, Z) = A(Z) = A(-Z), and o(x) = l/a0 where a. is the
unperturbed head-group area. Performing the x and X inte-
grations in Eq. 9 between 0 and L, and noting that the free
energy per molecule is given by ft = a.F',/2L, we obtain
-7
-8
-9
-10
-11
ft= -kTlnq-a p f dZA(Z).ft (10) 10 20 30 40
a (A2)
Here, pA(Z)dZ- '(Z)dZ is the lateral pressure in the thin
shell Z, Z + dZ of the hydrophobic core.
For the planar, unperturbed, bilayer the self-consistency
equations Eq. 7 reduce to a set ofcoupled nonlinear equations
which can easily be solved numerically for the A(Z), for
arbitrary head-group areas a. For the lipid-protein membrane
the numerical procedure for evaluating the A(S) is somewhat
more involved, but still straightforward, as outlined in the
next section and the Appendix.
The tightly packed hydrocarbon chains in the hydrophobic
core are generally stretched beyond their optimal length and
thus tend to contract in order to restore their conformational
freedom. This leads to a lateral, interchain, repulsive pressure
1rt = -afl/aa > 0 which tends to increase the average area
per chain, a. The rapid decrease of ft(a) (at small values of
a), as revealed by Fig. 2, demonstrates this behavior for C12,
C14, and C16 chains packed in a planar, unperturbed bilayer.
ft obtains a minimum at a = at (-40-45 A2 for C14-C16
chains), corresponding to an average end-to-end chain length
I = It = v/at. The slow increase of ft(a) beyond at is due to
chain compression (7 < It).
The optimal area per chain in bilayers, ao, is generally
considerably smaller than at. Since, by definition, ao is de-
termined by the equilibrium (minimum) condition a(fh +
ft)/aa = 0, it follows that interchain repulsion is counter-
balanced by a net attractive pressure (surface tension) Th =
-afh/aa < 0 operating in the head-group region.
The interfacial free energy, fh, is generally a complicated
function of a and the interfacial curvature, depending on the
specific nature of the head-groups and the ambient aqueous
solution (see, for example, Dill and Stigter (1988), Stigter
and Dill (1988), Winterhalter and Helfrich (1992), Ennis
(1992), and Andelman (1994)). We shall therefore adopt here
an approximate, but quite general, phenomenological rep-
resentation of fh in terms of the "opposing forces"
(Israelachvili, 1985; Tanford, 1980; Israelachvili et al.,
1976). In this representation fh(a) = ya + c/a = 2,yah +
ya(1 - ah/a)2 is a sum of an attractive and a repulsive term
2
1
0
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-3
-4
-5
10 20 30 40 50 60
a (A2)
FIGURE 2 (a) Head (fh) and tail (ft) contributions to the free energy per
molecule, f, as a function of the area per head-group, for a protein-free
bilayer composed of single chain amphiphiles of chain length n = 12 (U),
14 (A), and 16 (0). The chain free energies are measured, for each n, relative
to the all-trans conformation (where both the energy and entropy per chain
are set equal to zero). fh (solid line) is calculated using Eq. 12, with ah =
20 A2 and y = 0.12kT/A2 (T = 300K), relative scale. (b) The sum of tail
and head free energies for the chains shown in a.
accounting, respectively, for the surface free energy (ya)
associated with the exposure of the hydrocarbon core to the
surrounding aqueous solution, and for the repulsion, elec-
trostatic and/or excluded volume, (C/a), between the head-
groups. y, which can be interpreted as an effective surface
tension is usually estimated as y = 50 erg/cm2 - 0.12 kT/A2
at room temperature (Israelachvili et al., 1976; Israelachvili,
1985). C measures the strength of head-group repulsion and
ah = (C/,y)1/2 is the value of a for which fh is minimal.
50 60
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Clearly, ah < ao < at. Before discussing the choice of nu-
merical values for y and C (equivalently y and ah), let us first
write fh for the lipid-protein bilayer.
The extension of the above scheme to the deformed bilayer
is straightforward. Namely, we write
fh(x) = ya(x) + C/a(x) (11)
= 2Yah + ya(x)[ - ah/a(x)]2, (12)
where a(x) is the local interfacial area per molecule, at dis-
tance x from the protein. a(x) is related to the interface profile
dL(x), as follows. Consider a "slice" of the bilayer, of length
B along the y-axis (i.e., parallel to the protein's plane) and
width 8x along x. The number of chains in this region is
AN(x) = 2Bo(x)8x = BdL(x)8x/v, where v is the chain's
volume. The interfacial area of the above slice (in both mono-
layers) is 2&4(x) = 2B8x[l + (d'L(x)/2)2]"12, with d'L(x) =
d[dL(x)I/dx. Thus, a(x) = 2&4(x)/8N(x) is given by
a(x) = 2v/dL(x){l + [d L(x)/2]2}"2. (13)
The planar bilayer limit corresponds to a(x oo) = aO
2v/d°L.
The optimal area per head-group ao will be treated as
an experimental "input parameter" in our calculations; e.g.,
for C14 chains we shall take ao = 32 A2, corresponding to
the typical value of -60-65 A2 found for the area per head-
group of many double-chain phospholipids (see, for ex-
ample, Lewis and Engelman, 1983). Recall that a = ao is
the solution of 7rt(a) + wTh(a) = 0 for the unperturbed
bilayer, with
-,
=
-af/aa and TTh = -afh/aa = -y + C/a2
=
-y[l - (ah/a)2], cf. Eq. 13. Since, for a given chain length,
there are no free parameters in our calculation of ft(a), only
certain combinations of the parameters y and ah will be con-
sistent with the specified value of ao. In other words, -y and
ah are not independent parameters. For instance, if we take
the commonly accepted value y = 0.12 kT/A2, then for C14
chains with ao-32 A2 we find ah 20 A2 (corresponding
to =40 A2 for a double chain amphiphile) (Fig. 2 a). Note
that in this case head-group repulsion, y(ah/ao)2 0.4,y is
weaker than chain repulsion. (More precisely, head-group
repulsion is shorter ranged.) Smaller values of y imply
smaller ah, e.g., for y = 0.08 kT/A2, we find that in order to
obtain ao 32 A2 we must set ah =0. It should be noted
however that ao is not very sensitive to small variations in
y and ah. For instance, for y = 0.12 kT/A2 variations of ah
between 0 and 20 A2 change ao by less than 2 A2. Thus, in
the calculations of AF presented in the next section we shall
consider several y, ah combinations.
We close this section with a remark on the chain length
dependence of ao. Our calculations show that ao increases
very slowly with n, Fig. 2 b. This behavior can be explained
qualitatively based on an approximate scaling argument, as
follows. Let It denote the average end-to-end distance of a
conformationally disordered chain (i.e., It = v/at with at cor-
responding to minimal fr). For these, "ideal," chains (as in
polymer melts), It n112. The free energy cost associated
with stretching the chain to length I = dJ2 = v/a is (in the
Gaussian approximation), ft - (11/)2 (v/an112)2. Since
v - n we findft - n/a2. Now suppose for simplicity thatfh =
ya (i.e., we ignore head-group repulsion). Minimization of
f = ft + fh = iznlaa2 + ya (K = constant) now yields ao -
n1/3, hence 7 n-n3, which explains the slow increase of ao
with n. It should be noted that inclusion of head-group re-
pulsion implies an even weaker dependence of ao on n. (Ob-
viously, ao would be totally independent of n if chain re-
pulsion is negligible compared to head-group repulsion, in
which case ao = ah.) The weak dependence of ao or, equiva-
lently, the bilayer thickness do = 2v/ao, on n is consistent
with experiment (Israelachvili, 1985; Lewis and Engelman,
1983).
3. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
All the results presented in this section are for bilayers
composed of P-(CH2)13-CH3 ("C14") lipids. The interfa-
cial, head-group, interactions were modeled using Eqs. 12
and 13 and the chain packing statistics was treated accord-
ing to Eqs. 4-9. Several cases of lipid-protein hydrophobic
mismatch have been analyzed, ranging from (dp - dD)/2 =
-3.5 to +3.5 A. In all cases the unperturbed hydrophobic
thickness of the bilayer is do = 24.5 A, corresponding to
an average area per lipid head-group ao = dJ/2v - 32 A2.
The hydrophobic region profile is assumed to be of the
form of Eq. 1, with ( treated as a variational parameter.
Namely, for every hydrophobic mismatch dp - dO, the de-
formation free energy AF = F - Fo was calculated for dif-
ferent ( values and the optimal ( was chosen as that which
minimizes AF. The main numerical effort in the calcula-
tions involves the evaluation of the pdfs of chain confor-
mations P(a; x). The numerical procedure for the evalua-
tion of the conformational pdf is outlined in the Appendix.
In the discussion below we first analyze the effects of the
protein's hydrophobic wall on the conformational proper-
ties of nearby lipid chains, and then consider the combined
effects of chain and head-group interactions on the lipid-
protein deformation free energy.
All the calculations reported below have been performed
for a constant temperature, T = 300K, assuming that at
this temperature the bilayer is in its fluid ("liquid-crystal-
line") state. Previous calculations have shown (Szleifer
et al., 1986) that in this state, the conformational properties
of the lipid chains (e.g., bond order parameter profiles and
spatial distributions of chain segments) are governed, pri-
marily, by the packing constraints, i.e., by interchain ex-
cluded volume interactions, whereas internal energy effects
play only a secondary role. More explicitly, by varying the
gauche energy Eg (which enters into the calculation
through E(a)/kT in Eq. 8), it was found that, for a given
value of the head-group area a, the conformational proper-
ties derived from P(a) are rather insensitive to Eg/kT.
Clearly, however, temperature variations play a crucial
role near the liquid-crystalline-gel transition of the bilayer,
which is not considered in this paper.
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a) Chain conformational properties
Many of the conformations available to the lipid chains in an
unperturbed membrane are not accessible for the chains in
the vicinity of the protein. The excluded conformations are
those which, had the protein not been there, would penetrate
into the protein region, x < 0 in Fig. 1. Thus, the presence
of the impenetrable protein wall results in a loss of lipid chain
conformational entropy Ast(x) = st(x) - St < 0 which de-
creases as the distance of the head-group from the protein,
x, increases, (so = st(x -°°c)). This effect exists, although to
different extents, for positive, negative and zero hydrophobic
mismatches, dp - do, as demonstrated in Fig. 3. The special
case dp - do = 0 is the one originally considered by Marcelja
(1976).
Fig. 3 shows the energetic and entropic contributions to
the excess lipid chain conformational free energy Aft =
ft(x) - ft = AEt - TAs,, as a function x, for three values of
dp - do. The values of the coherence length, ( 6 A for
(dp - do)/2 = -3.5 A and 3 A for (dp - d)/2 = 3.5 A,
correspond to the minimal deformation free energy AF =
AFt + AFh for AFh modeled using y = 0.12 kT/A2 and ah
= 20 A2 (see section 2 and section 3b below). Note that the
range of the deformation is -3g. The results reveal that the
entropic term
-TAs, is the major contribution to Aft, reflect-
ing significant loss of conformational freedom. On the other
hand, AEt is relatively small, indicating a small change in the
average fraction of gauche conformers.
The deformation free energy in the case of zero hydro-
phobic mismatch, dp - do = 0, is due entirely to the presence
of the rigid protein wall, which tends to align the chains in
its immediate vicinity. This boundary condition disfavors
chain conformations with a large number of gauche bonds,
as reflected by the (small) negative value of AEt for low x,
Fig. 3 a. When dp > do the lipid chains must stretch out in
order to satisfy the hydrophobic matching condition dp =
dL(x = 0). This leads to additional loss of conformational
entropy (as compared to the case dp = dr), and a somewhat
lower chain energy due to the enhanced statistical weight of
conformations with low gauche content, Fig. 3 b. On the
other hand, when dp < do the average cross-sectional area
per chain is relatively large (a(x) - dL(x)/2v > ao =
dL/2v), allowing for more conformational freedom which
partly compensates for the loss of conformations implied by
the protein wall. In this case, AEt is positive (yet small), due
to the higher probability of gauche conformers.
The above notions are supported by calculations of other
conformational properties of the lipid chains. In Fig. 4 we
show calculated C-H bond order parameter profiles
(Edholm, 1982; Bloom et al., 1991) for the same three cases
considered in Fig. 3. More explicitly,
Sk(x) = ((3 cos2Ok - 1)/2)
= z P(a; x)[3 cos20k(a; x) - 1]/2, (14)
where Ok(a; x) is the angle between the membrane normal
and the Ck-H bond of a lipid chain in conformation a,
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FIGURE 3 Chain free energy f, (0) and its entropic,
-Tst (a) and en-
ergetic, Et (A) contributions, as a function of the distance from the protein
wall, for C14 chains; relative to the unperturbed (asymptotic) value. In all
three cases do = 24.5 A, corresponding to ao 31.5 A2. The hydrophobic
mismatch (dp - d,)/2 is: 0 (a), +3.5 A (b), and -3.5 A (c). Note the different
energy scales. The values of ( (see text) for cases b and c are 3 and 6 A,
respectively.
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FIGURE 4 Orientational order parameter profiles of C-H bonds for
chains originating at three different distances from the protein wall: x = 3.75
A (S), 7.50 A (U), and 18.75 A (A). k denote the carbon number along the
C14 lipid chain. a, b, and c correspond to (dp - d°j)/2 = 0, +3.5 and -3.5
A, respectively. d° = 24.5 A (ao = 31.5 A2).
originating from the interface at distance x from the protein.
The membrane normal is parallel to the z-axis, Fig. 1. Recall
that 0 ' -2Sk ' 1; Sk = -1/2 for a fully stretched ("all-
trans") chain perpendicularly oriented with respect to the
(asymptotic) interface, whereas Sk = 0 for a random distri-
bution of bond orientations. (The relatively low values of
Sk for the first two bonds are due to the fact that in our
calculations the corresponding CH2 segments are allowed to
protrude slightly into the aqueous region; see Appendix).
In a pure membrane the bond order parameter profile, at
a given temperature, depends only on the average cross sec-
tional area per chain, a; namely, (I Sk I) increases monotoni-
cally as a decreases; for small values of a, i.e., a thick mem-
brane, the chains must stretch out, resulting in high
orientational ordering. Thus, if a(x) = ao = constant, as in
the case dp = d', Fig. 4 a, any deviation of Sk(x) from the
asymptotic (unperturbed) value Sk(X = mc), is due to chain
alignment induced by the presence of the protein wall. Fur-
thermore, this effect is expected to be significant only for
those chains originating at distance x < N/0/2 from the
protein, as confirmed by the results in Fig. 4 a. The increase
in Skl is expected to be larger for dp > d', due to chain
stretching (a(x) ' ao), and to decrease gradually with x as
a(x) approaches ao, Fig. 4 b. The opposite behavior prevails
when dp < d, Fig. 4 c.
These trends are summarized in Fig. 5, which shows the
average local bond order parameters (SCH) = (I.kSk)/n as a
function of the distance from the protein; the averaging in-
cludes the C-H bonds corresponding to carbons k = 1-14
of the chains. (On the relationships between various bond
order parameters see, e.g., Seelig and Seelig (1980) and
Edholm (1987).) It should be noted, as previously observed
by Marcelja (1976), that (SCH) is not a constant even if dL(x)
= dp, i.e., in the case of perfect lipid-protein hydrophobic
matching. In this case the average order parameter in the
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FIGURE 5 Average bond order parameters as a function of the distance
from the protein, for the three cases considered in Fig. 4. (dp - d°D)/2 = 0
(@), +3.5 A (U), and -3.5 A (A).
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16 .., . vicinity of the protein is (slightly) larger than the asymptotic
14a value, due to the aligning effect of the rigid hydrophobic
wall. Thus, one cannot expect a strictly linear (or some other
12 simple) relationship between (S) and dL(x) - dp.
The results shown in Figs. 4 and 5 are in good qualitative
10 agreement with magnetic resonance measurements of the ef-
8- fects of hydrophobic solutes on orientational bond order pa-
rameters (Nezil and Bloom, 1992; Bloom et al., 1991). It
N 6 should be noted however that 21H NMR does not provide
information on the local (i.e., x-dependent) Sk profiles but,4
rather, on their average over all positions x relative to the
2 < > protein. The latter depend on the concentration of proteins in
the membrane as well as on their shape (Jahnig et al., 1982;
0 Nezil and Bloom, 1992).
-2 l As noted by Jahnig et al. (1982), the boundary conditions
0 5 10 15 20 25 imposed by the protein on lipid chain order affect not only
x (A) the bond order parameters but also induce a tilt of the "di-
rector," i.e., of the average orientation of the chain axis rela-
16
. ' . tive to the membrane plane. The tilt angle X may be defined
14 b as the angle between the end-to-end vector (connecting the
head-group P and the terminal chain segment CH3), and the
12 z-axis. Clearly, X = x(x) decays to zero as x increases, as is
10 | illustrated in Fig. 6 for zero, positive and negative hydro-
phobic mismatches. Also shown are the root-mean-square
8 deviations of the chain terminus in the x and z directions, e.g.,
the length of horizontal lines attached to the chain end is
an(x) = ((X0 - (Xn))2)112 where the averaging is over all
4 chain conformations a, of a chain whose head-group is fixed
at a given x. The tilt angle of chains originating at small x
2 is due to repulsion by the wall, which is opposed by repul-
o sions due to chains originating at x' > x. Interchain repulsion
increases as the head-group density o(X) - dL(x) increases.
-2 Hence, it is expected that (for small x) x(x) will be relatively0 5 10 15 20 25 large for dp < dL(x) and small for dp > dL(x), as confirmed
x (A) by the results in Fig. 6. Note also, again as expected, that the
average chain length is largest when dp > dL(x), and that
r C q interdigitation between the two monolayers is apparent when
14 dp < dL(x).
12
10E t i tb) Adding interfacial contributions
From the above analysis it follows that AF, > 0, for all8
. \ dp - dL, due primarily to the loss of conformational en-
N 6 tropy (flexibility) experienced by the lipid chains in the
protein's periphery. The chain deformation free energy is
4 large when dp - d' > 0 and decreases gradually as the hy-
2
_ 9 < < < < , _ drophobic mismatch dp - do decreases; (reaching a mini-
.T < r - >^mumvalue at some negative mismatch dp - do < 0 where0 / the average cross sectional area per chain (a) - a, > ao, as
-2 discussed in section 2).
0 5 10 15 20 25 On the other hand, the interfacial term in the perturbation
x (A) free energy, AFh = f dx o(x)[ fh(x) - fo], is large when dp
FIGURE 6 Schematic illustration of the hydrophobic interfacial profile circles). The vertical, z, scale measures the distance from the bilayer's mid-
and the effect of the protein wall on the average chain end-to-end vector. plane. The average position of the terminal (CH3) group is symbolized by
a, b, and c correspond to zero, positive (+3.5 A) and negative (-3.5 A) a solid circle. The lengths of the vertical and horizontal bars attached to the
mismatch, for the same cases considered in Figs. 3-5. For each case the terminal group indicate the root-mean square deviations along the z and x
figure shows three representative head-group positions (symbolized by open axes.
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unit length of protein perimeter) as a function of the lipid-protein hydro-
phobic mismatch. The membrane is composed of C14 lipid with head-group
interaction parameters y = 0.12 kTIA2 and ah = 20 A2; the unperturbed
bilayer thickness is do = 24.5 A (ao = 31.5 A2). The plotted values of AF
correspond, for each mismatch, to the optimal value of the decay lengths (.
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< d' and small when dp > do. This is due to the hydrophobic
(surface tension) contribution ya(x) to fh(x), see Eq. 12,
which decreases with the local thickness of the bilayer. Thus,
since AFt and AFh display opposite dependencies on dp -
d0, it is expected that AF = AFt + AFh will obtain a mini-
mum around dp - do. For a given value of the hydrophobic
mismatch, AF depends on the coherence length (, cf. Eq. 1,
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FIGURE 8 Lipid-protein interaction free energy (per unit protein length)
as a function of the hydrophobic mismatch, for C14 chains. The three curves
correspond to different choices of the head-group interaction parameter ah;
ah = 20A2 (0), 10 Ai ), and 0 (A). In all cases y = 0.12kT/A2. The optimal
areas per head-group (of the unperturbed bilayer) are ao 32 A2 for all cases
(do = 24.5 A).
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FIGURE 9 Tail (O) and head (A) contributions to the local free energy
per molecule (0), as a function of the distance from the protein wall, relative
scale. The results shown are for C14 chain with d' = 24.5 A, (ao = 31.5
A2), y = 0.12kT/A2, and ah = 20 A2. a, b, and c correspond to (dp -
dD/2 = 0 (constant head free energy), +3.5 and -3.5 A, respectively. Note
the different energy scales (all relative).
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which determines how dL(x) varies with x. For every protein
thickness, dp, the bilayer will adjust ( so as to minimize AF.
The head and tail contributions to the deformation free
energy, and their sum AF = AFh + AF, (per unit length of
the protein's circumference) are shown as a function of dp -
d , in Fig. 7. The results correspond to interfacial head-group
parameters y = 0.12 kT/A2 and ah = 20 A2, for a bilayer
composed of C14 chains with a hydrophobic thickness dj =
24.5 A, corresponding to ao = 32 A2. For each value of dp-
- d0 AF has been minimized with respect to (, yielding (
-6, 7, 7, 3, 3, and 3 A, for (dp -d /2 = -3.5, -2.5, -1.5,
+1.5, +2.5, and +3.5 A, respectively. Note that for the
above choice of y and ah the minimal AF is obtained for a
slightly negative mismatch. For dp - do = 0 we have used
a(x) = ao = constant, in accordance with Eq. 1. Yet it should
be noted that the calculated value of AF for this case could
have been lower than that shown in Fig. 7 by allowing a
variable a(x) (e.g., a(x) 2 ao for x 2 0 which would release
some of the conformational strain, and then allowing a(x) ->
ao at larger x). In Fig. 8 we show again AF vs. dp - do for
the above case, as well as for two additional choices of the
head-group repulsion parameter ah; ah = 0 and 10 A2. In all
three cases -y = 0.12 kT/A2 and ao 32 A2; recall from
section 2 that ao is not very sensitive to ah, provided ah is
significantly smaller than ao (see Fig. 2). As expected,
weaker head-group repulsion, i.e., smaller ah, enhances the
hydrophobic free energy cost associated with increasing the
membrane's interfacial area, resulting in larger AF for dp <
do and smaller for dp > do.
In Fig. 9 we show, for negative and positive hydrophobic
mismatches, how the local free energies per molecules, fh(x)
and A,(x), vary with the distance from the protein. As noted
already in Fig. 7, the head-group contribution is large and
decreases rapidly with dp - do when dp < dO, reaching a
small, nearly constant, value for dp 2 dj.
Finally, we consider the ( dependence of AF() = AFt()
+ AFh(). Both AF, and AFh depend rather sensitively on (
and vary in opposite manner, as illustrated in Fig. 10. For
dp < do, AF decreases with ( since a larger number of chains
benefit from the increased conformational freedom associ-
ated with packing at a > ao (dL < d). On the other hand,
AFh increases with ( due to the larger surface area, and hence
larger ya contributions. The opposite behavior characterizes
the system when dp > doj. The value of ( at which AF(o)
obtains its minimum depends rather sensitively on the
model parameters. For instance, for y = 0.12kT/A2, ah =
20 A2 the minima corresponding to (dp - dD)/2 = + 3.5
and -3.5 A are at ( = 3 A and 6 A, respectively, whereas
for y = 0.12 kT/A2, ah = 10 A2, the minimum of Ak for
both the positive and the negative mismatch is at ( - 5 A.
In all cases the range of the perturbation extends over very
few molecular diameters.
4. DISCUSSION
In the model described in the previous sections the lipid-
protein interaction free energy has been treated as a sum of
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FIGURE 10 Tail (L), head (A), and total (@) deformation free energies
(per unit protein circumference length) as a function of the coherence length
(, for (dp - d/)I2 = +3.5 A (a) and -3.5 A (b) The results shown are for
C14 chains, d' = 24.5 A, fy = 0.12kT/A2 and ah = 20 A2. Note the different
(relative) scales in the two cases. The (shallow) minimum in AF in b is at
3( - 18 A.
a surface (or head-group region) term, and a chain (or hy-
drophobic core) term, AF = AFh + AFt. The surface con-
tribution accounts for changes in the hydrocarbon-water in-
terfacial area associated with nonzero hydrophobic
mismatch, and is largely due to the surface tension contri-
bution (",ya"). It is large and positive when dp < do and
relatively small when dp > do. The chain term, AFt, may be
regarded as a sum of two, not strictly separable, contribu-
tions. One of these, which is always positive, even in the case
of perfect hydrophobic matching (dp = di), involves the loss
of conformational entropy imposed by the presence of the
impenetrable protein wall. In fact, for dp = dO this is the only
contribution to AF, as noted already by Marcelja (1976). The
other contribution to AFk is associated with the requirement
for hydrophobic matching at the lipid-protein interface dp =
dL(x = 0). For dp > dO this condition implies enhanced chain
stretching, and thus larger AFt (as compared to the case
I.I .I I
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dp = dD), whereas dp < dO relieves part of the chain stretch-
ing energy, resulting in lower AFt. Since AFh is large for dp
<do and small for dp > do, while AFt displays an opposite
behavior AF is generally minimal around dp = do.
The chain contributions to AF have been treated in con-
siderable detail. On the other hand, for the surface terms,
especially for the highly specific head-group repulsive con-
tribution, we have used an approximate phenomenological
representation. Our model has involved various other ap-
proximations and assumptions. For instance, it was assumed
that the cohesive, van der Waals, attraction between lipid
chains is the same as that between lipid chains and the (hy-
drophobic region of the) protein. Similarly, our model did not
account for the interactions between lipid and protein hy-
drophilic groups, since these depend on the specific nature
of these groups. Nevertheless, we believe that the model
analyzed in the previous sections captures many of the es-
sential mechanisms responsible for lipid-protein interaction.
With the above reservations in mind we turn now to a brief
comparison of our model with two alternative approaches for
the calculation of AF, and then to a brief discussion of the
possible extensions of the model.
In the mattress model (Mouritsen and Bloom, 1984;
Mouritsen and Bloom, 1993) mentioned in section 1 the in-
terfacial profile of the membrane hydrophobic core is ap-
proximated by a step function, namely, dL(x) = do = con-
stant, corresponding formally to ( = 0 in Eq. 1. Following
this picture, the lipid-protein interaction free energy (per unit
length of the protein circumference) is expressed in the form
AF= dp - do + v min{dp,do}. The first term in this
expression accounts for the excess hydrophobic free energy
associated with exposing the lipid chains (when do > dp) or
the protein (when d° < dp) to the surrounding aqueous so-
lution. Accordingly, r1 is interpreted as an effective surface
tension which is assumed to be about twice as large (iq = 2E)
for lipid-water contact as compared to protein-water contact
(71 = E). The second term, which is proportional to the contact
area between the lipid chains and the hydrophobic region of
the protein, is interpreted as the excess van der Waals lipid-
protein interaction (relative to the average of lipid-lipid and
protein-protein interaction); v is positive and is larger when
the lipid membrane is in the "fluid" state as compared to the
ordered ("gel") state, (the mattress model yields good agree-
ment with experiment for Vf 5vg). In its full version the
mattress model includes also an elastic deformation term, of
the form
-(dp - dD2, which is assumed to be negligible at
low protein concentrations. The model parameters are de-
termined by fitting its predictions to experimental data con-
cerning the dependence of the membrane gel-fluid transition
temperature on protein concentration.
The molecular picture underlying the mattress model is
obviously quite different from ours. Nevertheless, some of
the trends predicted by the two models are rather similar. For
instance, both models predict AF > 0 for dp = doj. Yet, in
the mattress model this is attributed to the excess van der
Waals energy AF = vdp = vd°o > n, whereas in our model
entropy. In fact, for the case dO = dp, we have performed
additional calculations (not reported in section 3) for lipids
of different chain length n (n = 12, 14, 16), and found that
for any given area per chain a, AF increases nearly linearly
with n and hence with d° (= 2nv/a), consistent with the
mattress model. Furthermore, the same calculations reveal a
strong increase of AF with a, i.e., with the degree of chain
disorder (or "fluidity"), which is consistent with Vf > Vg.
When dp do the mattress model includes the additional
term q d' - dp . In our model the hydrophobic mismatch
results in two additional contributions, the sum of which is
generally positive. Namely, the enhanced (reduced) chain
stretching when dp > do (dp < dD), and the change in surface
energy which is low for dp > doj and large and positive when
dp < do. The matress model does not explicitly account for
chain flexibility effects. However, in our opinion, the pa-
rameter rq could (and in view of its low numerical value as
compared to the bare tension y also should) be interpreted as
an effective surface tension, representing the balance be-
tween the positive lateral chain pressure (-afJaa > 0) and
the negative (--y) surface pressure (see section 1 and Hladky
and Gruen, 1982).
Finally, since the parameters in the mattress model have
been determined by comparison to experimental data on the
fluid-gel transition, whereas our calculations have been re-
stricted to the fluid membrane state a detailed quantitative
comparison between the two models is not warranted at this
stage. Nevertheless, if the mattress model is used to estimate
changes in AF for, say, different values of dp - do for a given
do, one obtains typically 5(AF) - O.lkT/A which is of the
same order of magnitude of 8(AF) values obtained in our
calculations, see Fig. 8.
Several authors have calculated the (protein induced) lipid
deformation free energy based on the continuum theory of
elastic deformations in liquid crystals (Huang, 1986;
Helfrich and Jakobsson, 1990). The theory has been applied
to study the changes in AF associated with gramicidin dimer-
ization in lipid membranes; the quantity calculated is 6(AF)
= AFd - 2AFm, where AFd and AFm are the lipid defor-
mation free energies induced by the dimer and the monomer,
respectively. It is tacitly assumed that the monomers do not
affect the bilayer thickness and hence AFm = 0, whereas
dimer formation imposes a negative hydrophobic mismatch,
i.e., dp = dL(x = 0) < do. In these continuum theories the
deformation free energy is expressed as a sum of splay, com-
pression and surface tension terms and the relevant elastic
constants are taken from experimental data for pure (protein
free) lipid membranes. The splay term accounts for changes
in the local director (i.e., in the average lipid chain tilt angle),
the compression involves changes in the membrane thickness
and the (effective) surface tension accounts for changes in the
interfacial area.
The applicability of a continuum elastic theory for cal-
culating lipid-protein interaction is limited due to several
factors. Among these are the short length scale (few mo-
lecular diameters) of the perturbation, and the conforma-
the relevant contribution is the loss of chain conformational
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tional flexibility of the lipid chains which strongly couples
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the splay (or bending) and compression deformations. It
should also be noted that the surface tension used is not the
bare hydrocarbon-water tension but, rather, the residual ten-
sion accompanying curvature deformations. Furthermore,
since the elastic constants are those of the unperturbed bi-
layer, they do not explicitly account for the loss of confor-
mational entropy implied by the presence of the rigid protein
wall. On the other hand, these continuum models do not
postulate a given interfacial profile (such as Eq. 1) but, rather,
determine its form by a numerical variational procedure. An
interesting outcome of the calculations is that the initial slope
of the interfacial profile, (d[dL(x)]Idx at x = 0), is negative
even if do > dp. (A similar conclusion has recently been
arrived at by another approach, involving polymer scaling
considerations (Dan et al., manuscript submitted for publi-
cation).) This effect is mainly due to a lower splay defor-
mation (as compared to d[dL(x)]/dx 2 0), and it would be
interesting to test it using our molecular approach. The nu-
merical values predicted for 8(AF) = AFd (for do d- 7
A and d' - 22 A) are -(0.02-0.1)kTIA, depending on the
initial slope of the interfacial profile. These values are lower
than those calculated by our approach, see Fig. 8. Recall,
however, that in these models AFm = 0, whereas our model
implies AFm > 0. In fact, assuming that the monomer, whose
thickness is smaller than d°L/2, is attached to one of the in-
terfaces, we expect two positive contributions to AFm. The
first involves the loss of conformational entropy of the lipids
surrounding the monomer, and the second involves the en-
hanced chain stretching of lipid chains originating at the op-
posite interface.
Although throughout this paper we have referred to lipid
deformations induced by hydrophobic, transmembrane pro-
teins, it is clear that the model described can be applied to
any hydrophobic solute, e.g., cholesterol molecules. Further-
more, the calculations can be extended to lipid mixtures as
well as to an arbitrary shape and size of the hydrophobic
solute. Similarly, the model can be applied to calculate
solute-solute interactions, e.g., the lipid mediated protein-
protein interaction (Marcelja, 1976; Abney and Owicki,
1985). We reiterate, however, that the most important elabo-
ration of our approach, which is required to enhance its quan-
titative characater, would be a more detailed treatment of the
interactions governing the interfacial region. At least for
some special systems of interest, this should be a feasible
task.
APPENDIX: THE NUMERICAL EVALUATION
OF (;X)
To calculate the Lagrange multipliers A(X, Z; x) appearing in P(a; x) we first
divide the X, Z plane of the hydrophobic core into small elements SXKZ; we
typically use AX = AZ 2.5 A. The range ofX considered isO s X ' xma,
with xm,,, = 25 A in most calculations. The range of Z = Z(x) is dictated
by the shape of the hydrophobic core, i.e., -dL(x)/2 < Z(x) ' dL(x)/2. Then,
within each Ax interval we (randomly) choose two head-group positions Xh,
and for each xh generate many chain conformations a = Zh, fQ, b. More
specifically, for every xh we sample two Zh values for each of the two
interfaces, such that dL(x)12 < Zh(X) ' dL(x)/2 + Az with /z 1.8 A.
For each head-group position Xh, Zh we generate all the possible (trans/
gauche) bond sequences, b, according to the rotational isomeric state model,
discarding all non self-avoiding conformations. Then for each b we ran-
domly choose nine overall chain orientations [Q, with fl defined by the three
Eulerian angles of the b chain. A considerable fraction of the ai values are
classified as forbidden conformation and are discarded. These include all
conformations which have one or more chain segment in the x < 0 regime,
i.e., inside the protein region. (Clearly, this implies considerable entropy loss
for chains originating in the vicinity of the protein). Similarly, a confor-
mation a is forbidden if any of the carbons, k = 3 - n (n = 14), protrudes
beyond the hydrophobic core. Only the first and second CH2 groups along
the chain are allowed to be outside the core, within the "roughness region"
Az specified above. Note however that the statistical weight of these "pro-
truding" conformations is small, due to the requirement of uniform segment
density inside the core. On the average, about "one-half' chain segment is
found in the aqueous region.
All the allowed conformations contribute to tj(X, Y, a; x = Xh) which
appear in Eq. 7. By summing over all head-group positionsxh, each weighted
by u(x = Xh), as well as over all chain conformations a, and using Eq. 8
for P(ca, x) we obtain an equation expressing the constraint of uniform,
liquid-like, density in box SX8Z of the hydrophobic core. Repeating this
procedure for all boxes &X8Z we obtain a set ofM nonlinear equations for
theM Lagrange multipliers A(X, Z); M being the number of boxes. (For a
symmetrical bilayer there are only M/2-independent A values). These equa-
tions can be solved numerically, yielding all thepdfvalues P(a; x) as given
in Eq. 8.
Note that for chaifis originating at x s- xma,, there will be many confor-
mations in which one or more chain segments protrude into the region x >
xma. Clearly, these are allowed conformations. By "mirror imaging" these
conformations across the Xmax plane, we also take into account the contri-
bution of chain conformations originating at x > xma, to the segment den-
sities in the x <Xmax region.
Once the pdfs P(a; x) are known we can calculate any desirable chain
conformational property, e.g., bond order parameter profiles, chain segment
distributions, tilt angles, etc. Similarly, using Eq. 4 or Eq. 5 we can calculate
local, or total, chain free energies, energies and entropies-all in the mean-
field approximation, since these equations involve only singlet pdf values.
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